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First name: Cindy

Last name: Farny

Organization: High Camp LLC

Title: Owner

Comments: I am in the business of renting a cabin in an inholding in the San Juan Forest but I live in the GMUG!

I know how much my clients crave getting away from the madness that comes from electronics.  WE NEED

MORE WILDERNESS!!  If you think it is hard to protect lands now from motorized use and technology such as

drones look into the future!  You are writing a plan that can last up to 30 years or more.  WAKE UP and protect

more lands!  Are you proud that in the GMUG working draft you have no new wilderness recommendations

except for what is in the CORE Act?  At least support the GMUG Community Conservation Proposal!  We need

as you have proposed Baldy, Bear Creek, Hayden Mtn, Abram/Brown Mtns protected as wilderness.  Bear Creek

should also be considered eligible along with Cow Creek for Wild and Scenic Designation.  I have a feeling that

most people in the Forest Service do not like Wilderness Areas because they are hard to manage and to  keep

trails open since you can't use chainsaws. Wilderness Areas attract lots of people also which defeats the purpose

of a wilderness area but what is our other choice?!!! The motorized groups want to take over everything else!!!  If

you do not recommend more Wilderness areas at least put restrictions on the above areas so that we can protect

this beautiful resource we live in.  We need planners who are brave to speak up and stand up to the Motorized

groups and make ecologically sound decisions for generations to come.  Wildlife is also important to consider not

fragmenting their routes for migration and calving and the rut areas.  The Elk bring a lot of people into this region

during the fall and those lands where they spend time need to be protected.  SO I URGE YOU TO LOOK AT A

BIGGER PICTURE and not cave into the demands of technology.  Save something for everyone so we can find

peace and quiet. Thanks!


